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Abstract: Pressures on water resources, which have increased significantly nowadays mainly due to
rapid urbanization, population growth and climate change impacts, necessitate the development of
innovative wastewater treatment and reuse technologies. In this context, a mid-scale decentralized
technology concerning wastewater reuse is that of sewer mining. It is based on extracting wastewater
from a wastewater system, treating it on-site and producing recycled water applicable for non-potable
uses. Despite the technology’s considerable benefits, several challenges hinder its implementation.
Sewer mining disturbs biochemical processes inside sewers and affects hydrogen sulfide build-up,
resulting in odor, corrosion and health-related problems. In this study, a tool for optimal sewer mining
unit placement aiming to minimize hydrogen sulfide production is presented. The Monte-Carlo
method coupled with the Environmental Protection Agency’s Storm Water Management Model
(SWMM) is used to conduct multiple simulations of the network. The network’s response when
sewage is extracted from it is also examined. Additionally, the study deals with optimal pumping
scheduling. The overall methodology is applied in a sewer network in Greece providing useful
results. It can therefore assist in selecting appropriate locations for sewer mining implementation,
with the focus on eliminating hydrogen sulfide-associated problems while simultaneously ensuring
that higher water needs are satisfied.
Keywords: sewer mining; optimal placement; optimal pumping scheduling; hydrogen sulfide;
Monte-Carlo method; SWMM model; decentralized wastewater treatment; water reclamation

1. Introduction
Water scarcity problems have intensified considerably over the last decades. Rapid urbanization and
population increase [1,2], water pollution and poor water management [3], as well as supply-side impacts
of climatic changes [4,5], are the main causes of this problem. Moreover, technology advancement has
improved living standards and consequently raised water demand. As existing technologies are often
proven inadequate, a need for developing innovative water and wastewater collection, treatment and
disposal practices emerges. In this direction, water reuse and reclamation approaches are constantly
gaining ground. Reclaimed water is applicable for agricultural, urban and industrial uses and can
also supplement existing water resources. Water reclamation helps alleviate the pressures on water
resources and preserves environmental water quality. Furthermore, it reduces the costs associated with
the development of new infrastructure and water transfer and treatment systems, as well as serves the
need for a more sustainable use of water [6,7].
Interest is also focused on decentralized and satellite wastewater treatment technologies as
an alternative to central treatment systems [8–10]. Central treatment systems have significant space
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assumed that treatment residue does not return to the network. A total of four different cases are
examined and N simulations are conducted per case. In all cases, hydrogen sulfide production in the
pipe routes from the nodes out of which sewage is pumped to the network’s exit node is quantified
employing an empiric metric. Subsequently, the results are compared.
Optimal pumping scheduling can assist towards minimizing hydrogen sulfide production in
sewer networks, since sewage extraction from the network alters the flow characteristics downstream
of the technology application point. This study presents two approaches in the context of optimal
pumping scheduling. The first approach assumes a ratio between the pumping flow rate and the
sewage flow that ends up in the SM application node. A ratio coefficient, a, theoretically taking values
from the interval (0, 1), is introduced to express this ratio. The ratio coefficient assumption is valid in
cases where the sewage flow and the BOD5 loading follow a similar hourly pattern. Scenarios where
the ratio coefficient is set to 0.01 and 0.1 are subsequently examined and N simulations are run for
each scenario. Furthermore, scenarios where the pumping rate is assumed steady—set to 50 m3 /day,
100 m3 /day and 200 m3 /day—are considered for comparison purposes. Sewage is pumped out of
one and afterwards out of two network nodes and it is assumed that treatment by-products do not
return to the sewer network. Hydrogen sulfide production is then estimated regarding the pipe routes
of the nodes out of which sewage is pumped to the network’s exit node. The network’s response is
also studied when an appointed daily sewage amount is extracted according to the ratio coefficient
assumption in comparison to steady-rate pumping application. The ratio coefficient is set to 0.5,
a relatively high value, so as to easily detect the differences.
The second approach involves the employment of the genetic algorithm method regarding optimal
pumping scheduling. Genetic algorithm optimizations are carried out for three different flow and
BOD5 loading scenarios that provide different hydrogen sulfide production results in the network
pipes—minimum, moderate (estimated using the 50% quantile value of the empiric metric’s values
obtained through the N simulations) and maximum production results. The day is divided into six
four-hour periods and the pumping flow rates at the beginning and at the end of these periods are the
problem’s variables. Linear interpolation is assumed at the intervals. The optimization criterion is the
minimization of hydrogen sulfide production in the pipe route from the SM application point to the
network’s exit node. Several restrictions are also determined, along with a set of values serving as initial
population. The results are compared to those obtained through the simulations concerning the cases
of no pumping and of the ratio coefficient assumption. The conclusions drawn from implementing
genetic algorithm optimizations can serve as guidelines for further analysis with respect to optimal
operation scheduling.
2.2. The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM)
The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) is a dynamic rainfall–runoff model developed
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. It is applicable for single-event or long-term
simulations of urban runoff quantity and quality. The SWMM model can be used for hydrologic
and hydraulic simulations, as well as for flood control and water quality protection. It takes the
precipitation in subcatchment areas into account and provides results concerning runoff and water
quality by executing simulations where the time-step is user-defined. Runoff is transported through
a system of pipes, channels, storage or treatment devices, pumps and regulators [25,26].
Regarding flow routing, the SWMM model provides three different routing options: Steady Flow,
Kinematic Wave and Dynamic Wave Routing. In cases of partly filled conduits, all three routing
methods employ Manning’s equation for flow rate calculation [25]:
Q=

1
A R2/3 Sf1/2
n

(1)

where Q (m3 s−1 ) is the flow rate, n (s m−1/3 ) is Manning’s roughness factor, A (m2 ) is the cross-sectional
area of flow, R (m) is the hydraulic radius and Sf (m m−1 ) is the friction slope.
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The steady flow routing method is used when flow is deemed steady and uniform at every
time-step of the simulation. Inflow hydrographs are transferred from the upstream to the downstream
end of a conduit with no delay or change of shape. This routing method is the simplest among the
three routing methods mentioned above and it is more appropriate for preliminary analysis [27].
The kinematic wave and dynamic wave routing methods concern unsteady flow and employ the
Saint-Venant continuity (Equation (2)) and momentum (Equation (3)) equations.
∂A ∂Q
+
=0
∂t
∂x

(2)


∂Q ∂ Q2 /A
∂H
+
+g A
+ g A Sf + g A h L = 0
∂t
∂x
∂x

(3)

where Q (L3 T−1 ) is the flow rate, A (L2 ) is the cross-sectional area of flow, x (L) is the distance along the
conduit, t (T) is the time, H (L) is the hydraulic head of water in the conduit, Sf (L L−1 ) is the friction
slope, hL (L) is the local energy loss per unit length and g (L T−2 ) is the acceleration of gravity.
More specifically, the kinematic wave routing method is used in the cases where flow is considered
unsteady and uniform. According to Miller [28], this method can be applied when the wave is deemed
long and flat so as to assume that the friction slope, Sf , is nearly equal to the bed slope, S0 . In this
method, the complete Saint-Venant continuity equation and a simplified form of the Saint-Venant
momentum equation, where the water surface slope is assumed equal to the conduit slope (S0 ≈ Sf ),
are solved for each conduit. Outflow hydrographs are delayed and attenuated. The kinematic wave
method is strictly applicable in dendritic networks and can provide sufficient results in long-term
simulations [25].
The dynamic wave routing method is applied when flow is considered unsteady and varied.
It employs the complete Saint-Venant continuity and momentum equations, along with an additional
equation regarding the nodes of the network [29]. This equation calculates the change in hydraulic
head at a certain node with respect to time as follows:
∂H
∑Q
=
∂t
Astore + ∑ As

(4)

where Astore is the surface area of the node itself, ΣAs is the surface area contributed by the conduits
connected to the node and ΣQ is the net flow into the node-namely, inflow minus outflow-contributed
by all conduits connected to the node along with any externally imposed inflows.
The dynamic wave routing method is the most complex among the three routing methods and
can account for channel storage, backwater effects, entrance or exit losses and pressurized flow,
so it is applicable for any network layout. This method provides accurate results yet requires small
time-steps—usually smaller than 30 s—and it is generally time-consuming [25].
Selecting the most appropriate routing method depends on many factors in accordance with
each case’s restrictions, including the network’s age. In new or relatively new sewer networks where
sewage flow can be assumed uniform and unsteady, the kinematic wave routing method is deemed
adequate. On the contrary, in old sewer networks, flow is considered unsteady and varied because of
sediment accumulation and pipe corrosion. Consequently, dynamic wave routing is required [27].
2.3. Design Discharge Calculation
Total design discharge (QD ), which is used to assess the network performance, is calculated
as the sum of sewage discharge (Qs ) and dry weather flow (QDWF ). Sewage discharge is given by
Equation (5) [30–32]:
qE
Qs =
λL λS λ1 λ2
(5)
86 400
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where Qs (L s−1 ) is the sewage discharge, q (L day−1 cap−1 ) is the indicative daily water consumption
per capita, E (cap) is the serviced population, λL (–) is a loss coefficient of the water distribution
network, λS (–) is a coefficient about the water percentage that ends up in the sewage network through
runoff, λ1 (–) is a seasonal coefficient and λ2 (–) is a coefficient of peak discharge.
Dry weather flow can be calculated with respect to sewage discharge as follows [30]:
QDWF = Qs λDWF

(6)

where QDWF (L s−1 ) is the dry weather flow and λDWF is a dry weather coefficient (set to 0.2 in
this study).
In Equation (5), the values of coefficients λS , λL , λ1 and λ2 vary from case to case due to differences
that depend on many factors, such as the network’s type, age and location, as well as the population
and its living standards, which affect water demand and use. Local conditions should be taken into
account when selecting appropriate values for these coefficients. It is preferable to use historical data
concerning the study area, provided that it is reliable and that it covers a sufficient amount of time.
However, when data is not available, the coefficients are assigned values determined from literature.
Additionally, both sewage discharge and dry weather flow values regarding each network node are
multiplied by the values of an hourly pattern so that hourly flow fluctuations are taken into account.
2.4. Hydrogen Sulfide Build-Up Estimation
Sulfide can be found in solution inside sewers as a mixture of H2 S and HS− , when wastewater
pH takes normal values between 6.5 and 8. Sulfide ion, S2− , is also present in the wastewater, yet its
concentration is insignificant for pH values under 12. In cases of specific pH, temperature and
flow conditions inside a pipe, an amount of hydrogen sulfide is emitted in the pipe’s atmosphere.
In the presence of oxygen and moisture on exposed pipe walls, H2 S is oxidized and sulfuric acid
is produced [33]. As a result, hydrogen sulfide is related to pipe corrosion. Apart from this, it is
responsible for odor problems, as well as human health-related effects including headaches, nausea,
respiratory injury and—in extreme cases—immediate death [34].
Although there are several studies regarding H2 S build-up prediction, such as those by Pomeroy,
Thistlethwayte and Boon and Lister [35–37], only a few deal with its emission in the sewers’ atmosphere.
According to Lahav et al., the existing studies are divided into two main categories. The first category
includes empirical models where H2 S emission is linked to flow and turbulence conditions [38].
The Pomeroy–Parkhurst equation which is used to estimate total sulfide concentration inside sewers is
an example [39]. The second category concerns the employment of sewer re-aeration models where
the gas transfer coefficient of sulfide replaces the gas transfer coefficient of oxygen [38]. The study
of Yongsiri et al. [40] belongs to this category. In the study of Lahav et al., concepts from the mixing
theory are adapted and an emission equation is presented [38].
Taking into account the available data and adopting a simpler approach at the first stage of the
model application, the ‘Z formula’, an empirical formula developed by Pomeroy, is used in this study
to predict hydrogen sulfide build-up inside each network pipe [33,41]:
Zi =

0.3 1.07T −20 [ BOD5 ]i Pi
Bi
J 1/2 Q1/3
i

(7)

i

where Z is a dimensionless metric that quantifies hydrogen sulfide build-up probability, i is the pipe
index, T (◦ C) is the sewage temperature, BOD5 (mg L−1 ) is the five-day concentration of Biochemical
Oxygen Demand, J (m m−1 ) is the pipe slope, Q (m3 s−1 ) is the discharge, P (m) is the wetted perimeter
of the pipe wall and B (m) is the surface width of the stream.
As stated by Bielecki and Schremmer, a threshold concerning the Z metric values is set to 7500
(Zlimit = 7500). That is to say, the Z metric value in a pipe must be lower than or equal to 7500 so that
critical conditions concerning H2 S production are avoided [41].
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According to Tsoukalas et al., in the case of a “chain” of pipes instead of a single pipe, a modified
index can be used [30–32]:
n

MZc =

∑ ai Zi

(8)

i =1

where ai is a weight coefficient concerning pipe i. In the present study, this coefficient is calculated
with respect to each pipe using the formula ai = Li /Ltot , where Li is the length of pipe i, and Ltot is the
total length of the chain’s pipes i = 1, . . . , n.
Equation (7) provides a general picture about hydrogen sulfide production inside sewers in order
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Figure 4. The case study sewer network in Kalyvia Thorikou in East Attica, Greece.

Figure 4. The case study sewer network in Kalyvia Thorikou in East Attica, Greece.
2.5.2. Implementation Details
The design period of the network is set to T = 40 years and the design population is calculated
by Equation (10):
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A total of N = 120 simulations for N different loading scenarios are conducted using the SWMM
A total of N = 120 simulations for N different loading scenarios are conducted using the SWMM
model. The analysis is carried out on a twenty-four-hour basis and concerns both flow routing and
model. The analysis is carried out on a twenty-four-hour basis and concerns both flow routing
water quality modeling. At this stage, it is assumed that no significant losses occur to the wastewater
and water quality modeling. At this stage, it is assumed that no significant losses occur to the
system (in comparison to the amounts of sewage transported through the network pipes). Sediment
wastewater system (in comparison to the amounts of sewage transported through the network pipes).
accumulation and pipe corrosion are also considered minimal. Therefore, the kinematic wave routing
Sediment accumulation and pipe corrosion are also considered minimal. Therefore, the kinematic
method is deemed appropriate for the analysis and the simulation time-step is set to 30 s. The
wave routing method is deemed appropriate for the analysis and the simulation time-step is set to 30 s.
simulations are executed through the MATLAB environment where results of interest inside each
The simulations are executed through the MATLAB environment where results of interest inside each
network pipe are stored for further processing.
network pipe are stored for further processing.
Equation (7) is applied to each time-step of the N simulations run and to each network pipe,
Equation (7) is applied to each time-step of the N simulations run and to each network pipe,
assuming the temperature value equal to◦ 18 °C. The Monte-Carlo method allows results to be
assuming the temperature value equal to 18 C. The Monte-Carlo method allows results to be expressed
expressed in reliability functions. Accordingly, a reliability level of x = 75% is chosen and the
in reliability functions. Accordingly, a reliability level of x = 75% is chosen and the corresponding
corresponding quantile, Q[Zi]x = 75, is calculated for each pipe, i. This quantity expresses that the x =
quantile, Q[Zi ]x = 75 , is calculated for each pipe, i. This quantity expresses that the x = 75% of
75% of the Zi values resulting from the N simulations with respect to pipe i is lower than or equal to
the Zi values resulting from the N simulations with respect to pipe i is lower than or equal to the
the quantile
value.
quantile value.
Equation (9) is also applied for each network pipe, assuming an initial total sulfide concentration
of 0.2 mg/L. Regarding parameters of Equation (9) that vary from scenario to scenario, the
corresponding quantile values for the same reliability level (x = 75%) are employed.
In addition, Equation (8) is employed in order to calculate the MZc values in each pipe route of
interest. More specifically, the MZc values are calculated for pipe routes from nodes that have already
been selected as more appropriate for SM unit placement to the network’s exit node. The quantile
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Equation (9) is also applied for each network pipe, assuming an initial total sulfide concentration of
0.2 mg/L. Regarding parameters of Equation (9) that vary from scenario to scenario, the corresponding
quantile values for the same reliability level (x = 75%) are employed.
In addition, Equation (8) is employed in order to calculate the MZc values in each pipe route of
interest.
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3. Results
3.1. Identification of Locations for Optimal Sewer Mining Unit Placement
The N simulations executed provide results that are used for the multi-criteria optimization.
Optimal areas for SM unit placement are then depicted in a Pareto front obtained through the
optimization (Figure 7). X Axis shows the Z index values, namely the Q[MZc]75 values that correspond
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3. Results
3.1. Identification of Locations for Optimal Sewer Mining Unit Placement
The N simulations executed provide results that are used for the multi-criteria optimization.
Optimal areas for SM unit placement are then depicted in a Pareto front obtained through the
optimization (Figure 7). X Axis shows the Z index values, namely the Q[MZc ]75 values that
correspond to each green area. Y Axis shows green area size in square meters. The dots correspond
to green areas where the network nodes that are potential locations for SM unit placement can be
found. More specifically, red dots are non-dominated solutions of the Pareto front. That is to say,
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Figure 8. Optimal nodes and pipe paths of areas ID 3 and ID 22.
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Q[Zi]75 values are greater than 6000 in pipes C171–C168, yet the threshold is not exceeded in any pipes
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Figure 10 regards hydrogen sulfide build-up in the pipe path from the optimal node of area ID 3 to
the network’s exit node. Figure 10a depicts the Q[Zi ]75 values that resulted from the N simulations in all
pipes of the path. It indicates pipes where problems related to H2 S production may appear—namely,
pipes where the corresponding Q[Zi ]75 values approach or exceed the Z ≤ 7500 threshold—and
frequent checks may be needed so as to avoid critical conditions in the future. It is observed that
Q[Zi ]75 values are greater than 6000 in pipes C171–C168, yet the threshold is not exceeded in any pipes
Waterpipe
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Figure 11. Hydrogen sulfide production across the optimal pipe path of area ID 3 in cases of different

Figure 11. pumping
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Z
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for
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period.
panel depicts the non-exceedance probability of the Z ≤ 7500 threshold with respect to the path’s pipes.
Both panels concern steady-rate pumping for a twenty-four-hour period.

In Figure 11a, higher Q[Zi]75 values are observed when sewage is pumped out of the network in
comparison to when no pumping takes place. The differences are more noticeable in the cases where
Q[Zi]7511a,
values
are already
and close to the threshold value when no pumping occurs (pipes
In Figure
higher
Q[Zi ]high
75 values are observed when sewage is pumped out of the network
C171–C168 for instance). While conducting the N simulations, parameters J and T remain unchanged
in comparison to when no pumping takes place. The differences are more noticeable in the cases
in Equation (7), whereas parameters BOD5, P, B and Q vary per simulation regarding a specific pipe.
where Q[ZHowever,
are in
already
high and close
to the threshold
valuethat
when
no pumping
occurs
i ]75 values
changes
BOD5 concentration
are insignificant,
as it is assumed
treatment
residue
does not return
to the network.
Consequently,
changes
in the
metric are mainly
affected by sewage
(pipes C171–C168
for instance).
While
conducting
the
NZ
simulations,
parameters
J and T remain
flow
the flow decreases
dueBtoand
sewage
the Z metricregarding
unchanged
in alterations.
EquationWhen
(7), pumping
whereasoccurs,
parameters
BOD5 , P,
Q extraction
vary perand
simulation
values decrease accordingly. In downstream pipes close to the network’s exit node, differences
a specific between
pipe. However,
changes in BOD concentration are insignificant, as it is assumed that
Q[Zi]75 values in the three cases5 examined are slight. Because of the sewer network’s
treatment collective
residue does
not
return
the network.
Consequently,
in the to
Z metric
nature, these pipesto
conduct
considerably
larger sewage changes
flows compared
the otherare mainly
network
pipes.
In addition,
no pumping
occurs
out of any
other nodes
the network’s
exitto sewage
affected by
sewage
flow
alterations.
When
pumping
occurs,
the closer
flow todecreases
due
Differences
canvalues
be also observed
Q[Zi]75 values
when sewage pipes
is pumped
outtoofthe
onenetwork’s
extraction node.
and the
Z metric
decreasebetween
accordingly.
In downstream
close
node only in comparison to when sewage is extracted from two nodes at the same time. In the latter
exit node, case,
differences
between Q[Zi ]75 values
in the three cases examined are slight. Because of the
an increase of the metric’s values
is observed in the common section of the pipe paths from these

sewer network’s collective nature, these pipes conduct considerably larger sewage flows compared to
the other network pipes. In addition, no pumping occurs out of any other nodes closer to the network’s
exit node. Differences can be also observed between Q[Zi ]75 values when sewage is pumped out of
one node only in comparison to when sewage is extracted from two nodes at the same time. In the
latter case, an increase of the metric’s values is observed in the common section of the pipe paths from
these two nodes to the network’s exit node (pipes C167–C122). Indeed, pumping sewage out of one
optimal node does not affect the upstream pipes of the other node’s pipe path.
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two nodes to the network’s exit node (pipes C167–C122). Indeed, pumping sewage out of one optimal
node does not affect the upstream pipes of the other node’s pipe path.
In
In Figure
Figure 12a,
12a, the
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Q[Zii]]75
75 values derived from the non-pumping scenario and those from the
the
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is
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only
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optimal
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pipe route
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of area
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ID 22
22 (pipes
(pipes C564–C442)
C564–C442) and
and begin
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to differ
differ in
in the
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common section
section of
of the
the
optimal
optimal pipe
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routesof
of both
both areas
areasID
ID 33 and
and ID
ID 22
22 (pipes
(pipes C167–C122).
C167–C122). Moreover,
Moreover,Q[Z
Q[Zi ]i]75
75 values increase
increase
when
when sewage
sewage is
is also
also pumped
pumped out
out of
of the
theoptimal
optimalnode
nodeof
ofarea
areaID
ID22,
22,as
asisisexpected.
expected.

Figure 12.
12. Hydrogen
sulfide production
production across
across the
the optimal
optimal pipe
pipe path
path of
of area
area ID
ID 22
22 in
in cases
cases of
of different
different
Figure
Hydrogen sulfide
pumping
approaches.
(a)
The
first
panel
shows
Q[Z
i]75 values in all pipes of the path; (b) The second
pumping approaches. (a) The first panel shows Q[Zi ]75 values in all pipes of the path; (b) The second
panel depicts
depictsthe
thenon-exceedance
non-exceedance
probability
of the
≤ 7500
threshold
respect
the path’s
panel
probability
of the
Z ≤Z7500
threshold
withwith
respect
to theto
path’s
pipes.
pipes.
Both
panels
concern
steady-rate
pumping
for
a
twenty-four-hour
period.
Both panels concern steady-rate pumping for a twenty-four-hour period.

Figures 11b and 12b show the non-exceedance probability of the Z ≤ 7500 threshold across the
Figures 11b and 12b show the non-exceedance probability of the Z ≤ 7500 threshold across the
optimal path. Generally, when sewage is pumped out of the network, a decrease in the nonoptimal path. Generally, when sewage is pumped out of the network, a decrease in the non-exceedance
exceedance probability values is expected. This decrease is more significant in the cases where
probability values is expected. This decrease is more significant in the cases where reliability levels are
reliability levels are already reduced in the non-pumping case (pipes C171–C168 in Figure 11b and
already reduced in the non-pumping case (pipes C171–C168 in Figure 11b and pipes C460–C442 in
pipes C460–C442 in Figure 12b for example). Furthermore, the non-exceedance probability decreases
Figure 12b for example). Furthermore, the non-exceedance probability decreases further in the pipes
further in the pipes closer to the sewage extraction point. If the daily sewage amount pumped out of
closer to the sewage extraction point. If the daily sewage amount pumped out of the network increases,
the network increases, it is expected that the observed decrease in these pipes will become more acute
it is expected that the observed decrease in these pipes will become more acute and that a wider range
and that a wider range of pipes will be affected.
of pipes will be affected.
Similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to pumping between 8:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m. Figure
Similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to pumping between 8:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m.
13’s aim is to compare the non-exceedance probability values regarding the N loading scenarios
Figure 13’s aim is to compare the non-exceedance probability values regarding the N loading scenarios
examined for three pipes of interest in the cases of twenty-four-hour and twelve-hour pumping. More
examined for three pipes of interest in the cases of twenty-four-hour and twelve-hour pumping.
specifically, the two pipes downstream of the optimal nodes of areas ID 3 and ID 22 are examined,
More specifically, the two pipes downstream of the optimal nodes of areas ID 3 and ID 22 are examined,
along with the network’s exit pipe. Figure 13 concerns pumping out of both the optimal nodes of
along with the network’s exit pipe. Figure 13 concerns pumping out of both the optimal nodes
areas ID 3 and ID 22. It can be noted that in the case of pumping between 8:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m., the
of areas ID 3 and ID 22. It can be noted that in the case of pumping between 8:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m.,
non-exceedance probability values in the three pipes are lower compared to the corresponding values
the non-exceedance probability values in the three pipes are lower compared to the corresponding
in the case of twenty-four-hour pumping. The differences regarding the network’s exit pipe are slight
values in the case of twenty-four-hour pumping. The differences regarding the network’s exit pipe are
due to the reasons mentioned before. Nevertheless, values in the pipe downstream of the optimal
slight due to the reasons mentioned before. Nevertheless, values in the pipe downstream of the optimal
node of area ID 3 are noticeably decreased in the case of twelve-hour pumping. Indeed, the Z ≤ 7500
node of area ID 3 are noticeably decreased in the case of twelve-hour pumping. Indeed, the Z ≤ 7500
threshold is exceeded in some scenarios. When steady-rate pumping occurs for a twelve-hour period
threshold is exceeded in some scenarios. When steady-rate pumping occurs for a twelve-hour period
instead of a twenty-four-hour period and the same daily sewage amount is extracted from the
instead of a twenty-four-hour period and the same daily sewage amount is extracted from the network,
network, pumping flow rate is doubled. In addition, the flow inside the pipe downstream of the
pumping flow rate is doubled. In addition, the flow inside the pipe downstream of the optimal node
optimal node of area ID 3 is smaller than the one inside the other two pipes examined. Consequently,
of area ID 3 is smaller than the one inside the other two pipes examined. Consequently, changes in
changes in non-exceedance probability values concerning this pipe are more significant.
non-exceedance probability values concerning this pipe are more significant.
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sewage amount regarding three network pipes. (a) The first panel concerns continuous pumping for
sewage amount regarding three network pipes. (a) The first panel concerns continuous pumping for
a twenty-four-hour period and shows the non-exceedance probability that corresponds to a certain Z
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present study
also deals with optimal pumping scheduling when sewer mining is applied.
The focus is on minimizing hydrogen sulfide production in the pipe routes from the nodes out of

The present study also deals with optimal pumping scheduling when sewer mining is applied.
which sewage is pumped to the network’s exit node. In this context, two approaches are considered.
The focus is on minimizing hydrogen sulfide production in the pipe routes from the nodes out of
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the first approach assumes a ratio between the pumping flow rate and
whichthe
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to the
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exit node.
In thisnode
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in the
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As mentioned
in
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2.1,
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out of which sewage is pumped to the network’s exit node. The results shown in this figure are
of the empiric metric’s values obtained through the N simulations) and concern pumping out of one
obtained by simulating a specific loading scenario that provides moderate H2 S production results in
network node only—the optimal node of area ID 3. Several pumping scenarios are considered for
the network pipes (more specifically, a loading scenario whose results approach the 50% quantile value
comparison purposes. Two scenarios where the ratio coefficient is employed and set to 0.01 and 0.1
of theare
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metric’s
obtained
through
N simulations)
of one
3/day
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alongvalues
with three
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where the
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pumping rate and
equalconcern
to 50 m3pumping
/day, 100 mout
network
node
optimalThe
node
of area
ID 3. Several
pumping scenarios
considered for
and 200
m3only—the
/day is considered.
results
are compared
to the non-pumping
scenarioare
as well.
comparison
purposes.
where therate
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is Zemployed
andalso
set to
0.01 and
0.1 are
It can
be statedTwo
thatscenarios
when the pumping
is increased,
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theresults
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pumping
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higher
than
50
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It can be stated that when the pumping rate is increased, the Z metric values also increase in all
to the
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network’s
collective
nature,
differences
are slight
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downstream
pipes
pipes.Due
In the
cases
where
the ratio
coefficient
is these
employed,
differences
are
because
the close
pumping
to the network’s exit node. It is also observed that the Z ≤ 7500 threshold is not exceeded in any of the
rate is quite small compared to the sewage flow rate inside the path’s pipes. Nonetheless, in cases of
pumping scenarios examined.3
pumping Furthermore,
rates higher than
50 m /day, differences with respect to the Z metric values are considerable.
a comparison between the cases of steady-rate pumping and pumping according
Due to
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network’s
collectiveisnature,
these differences
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in downstream
pipesout
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It
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pumping
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spot the
differences
between these two cases. The daily sewage amount extracted from the network
Furthermore, a comparison between the cases of steady-rate pumping and pumping according to
the ratio coefficient assumption is worth making, for the same daily sewage amount pumped out of
the network. In this direction, the ratio coefficient is set to a high value (a = 0.5) in order to easily spot
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Figure 16. Pumping flow rate values serving as initial population for the six variables of the

Figure 16. Pumping flow rate values serving as initial population for the six variables of the
optimization problem according to two different pumping approaches. The figure concerns a specific
optimization problem according to two different pumping approaches. The figure concerns a specific
loading scenario with moderate H2S production results in the network pipes.
loading scenario with moderate H2 S production results in the network pipes.
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scheduling approaches can be observed in Table 1. They are relatively small, yet they would be more
significant if the daily sewage amount pumped out of the network increased.
Table 1. Values of the MZc index for three different pumping scheduling approaches and loading scenarios.

2S
Moderate
2S
Maximum
H2S and
of the MZc index Minimum
for threeHdifferent
pumpingHscheduling
approaches
TablePumping
1. Values
Scheduling Approach
Production
Production
Production
loading scenarios.

Steady-rate pumping
2487.44
Assumption of ratio coefficient
a
2487.30
Minimum H2 S Production
Genetic algorithm optimization
2483.11

Pumping Scheduling Approach

3811.27
3807.18
3790.36

Moderate H2 S Production

5574.80
5570.05
5534.58

Maximum H2 S Production

Steady-rate pumping
2487.44
3811.27
5574.80
Assumption of ratio coefficient a
2487.30
3807.18
5570.05
17optimization
demonstrates the hourly
pumping schedules for3790.36
the three loading scenarios
examined
GeneticFigure
algorithm
2483.11
5534.58

which are obtained through genetic algorithm optimization. The pumping flow rates shown in the

Figure 17 demonstrates the hourly pumping schedules for the three loading scenarios examined
which are obtained through genetic algorithm optimization. The pumping flow rates shown in the
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Figure 17. Pumping schedules obtained through genetic algorithm optimization with respect to three

Figure 17. Pumping schedules obtained through genetic algorithm optimization with respect to three
different loading scenarios. (a) The first panel shows the pumping schedule concerning the loading
different loading scenarios. (a) The first panel shows the pumping schedule concerning the loading
scenario with minimum H2S production results; (b) The second panel depicts the pumping schedule
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minimum
(b) The
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schedule
2 S production
S production
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schedule for the loading scenario with maximum H2 S production results in the network nodes.
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It should be noted that the simulation procedure is very time-consuming with respect to
It should be noted that the simulation procedure is very time-consuming with respect to
optimization problems. Indeed, the optimization algorithm may need to call the simulation model
optimization problems. Indeed, the optimization algorithm may need to call the simulation model
hundreds or thousands of times so as to accomplish a good solution, depending on each problem’s
hundreds or thousands of times so as to accomplish a good solution, depending on each problem’s
parameters and restrictions. In order to address this issue, several optimization approaches have been
parameters and restrictions. In order to address this issue, several optimization approaches have been
developed aiming to minimize the computational burden, such as parallel computing and surrogate
developed aiming to minimize the computational burden, such as parallel computing and surrogate
modeling techniques [46–48].
modeling techniques [46–48].
4. Discussion
4. Discussion
Sewer mining is an innovative decentralized technology that includes sewage treatment aiming
Sewer mining is an innovative decentralized technology that includes sewage treatment aiming
at the production of recycled water appropriate for multiple non-potable uses. By extracting sewage
at the production of recycled water appropriate for multiple non-potable uses. By extracting sewage
(waste) from a sewer network and turning it into recycled water (resource), this technology serves
(waste) from a sewer network and turning it into recycled water (resource), this technology serves
the circular economy purpose. Despite its potential benefits for the environment and ecosystems, its
the circular economy purpose. Despite its potential benefits for the environment and ecosystems,
implementation often encounters obstacles. One significant challenge concerns alterations caused in
its implementation often encounters obstacles. One significant challenge concerns alterations caused in
processes related to H2S build-up inside sewers. Hydrogen sulfide is responsible for odor, corrosion
processes related to H2 S build-up inside sewers. Hydrogen sulfide is responsible for odor, corrosion and
and health-related problems, thus its presence in sewers is undesirable.
health-related problems, thus its presence in sewers is undesirable.
The Monte-Carlo method combined with the SWMM model was used in this study focusing on
The Monte-Carlo method combined with the SWMM model was used in this study focusing on
optimal SM unit placement in sewer networks, in terms of minimizing H2S production. The tool was
optimal SM unit placement in sewer networks, in terms of minimizing H2 S production. The tool was
implemented in a sewer network designed for the town of Kalyvia Thorikou in Greece. A number of
implemented in a sewer network designed for the town of Kalyvia Thorikou in Greece. A number
model simulations was carried out and H2S build-up inside sewers was estimated by using the
of model simulations was carried out and H2 S build-up inside sewers was estimated by using the
empiric Z metric and the Pomeroy and Parkhurst formula. A multi-criteria optimization with two
empiric Z metric and the Pomeroy and Parkhurst formula. A multi-criteria optimization with two
criteria—the minimization of H2S production and the maximization of the size of the green area that
criteria—the minimization of H2 S production and the maximization of the size of the green area that
can possibly benefit from SM implementation—was then conducted to identify potential locations
can possibly benefit from SM implementation—was then conducted to identify potential locations for
for optimal SM unit placement.
optimal SM unit placement.
More specifically, two optimal locations for sewer mining implementation were depicted in the
More specifically, two optimal locations for sewer mining implementation were depicted in the
Pareto front obtained through the multi-criteria optimization. These are specific nodes included in
Pareto front obtained through the multi-criteria optimization. These are specific nodes included in
green areas ID 3 and ID 22 of the case study area. The final selection between the two locations
green areas ID 3 and ID 22 of the case study area. The final selection between the two locations depends
depends on whether the emphasis is put on minimizing H2S production (area ID 3) or on maximizing
on whether the emphasis is put on minimizing H2 S production (area ID 3) or on maximizing the water
the water needs satisfaction (area ID 22). Hydrogen sulfide production was studied more thoroughly
needs satisfaction (area ID 22). Hydrogen sulfide production was studied more thoroughly in the
in the pipe path from the optimal node of area ID 3 to the network’s exit node. It was concluded that
pipe path from the optimal node of area ID 3 to the network’s exit node. It was concluded that high
high reliability levels were achieved—as non-exceedance probability values were higher than 90%—
reliability levels were achieved—as non-exceedance probability values were higher than 90%—and
and that sulfide concentration did not exceed the predetermined thresholds of 7500 for the empiric Z
that sulfide concentration did not exceed the predetermined thresholds of 7500 for the empiric Z metric
metric and of 1 mg/L for the total sulfide concentration, according to the Pomeroy and Parkhurst
and of 1 mg/L for the total sulfide concentration, according to the Pomeroy and Parkhurst formula.
formula. This procedure is considered useful in that it can help find pipes where critical conditions
This procedure is considered useful in that it can help find pipes where critical conditions with respect
with respect to H2S production are likely to occur in the future. Therefore, it should be applied before
to H2 S production are likely to occur in the future. Therefore, it should be applied before the decision
the decision regarding the selection of the location for SM unit placement is made.
regarding the selection of the location for SM unit placement is made.
After the optimal nodes for sewer mining application were determined, the network’s response
in cases where the technology was applied and sewage was extracted from the network was also
studied. Several pumping scenarios were considered. The Q[MZc]75 values for a reliability level of
75%, as well as the non-exceedance probability of the Z ≤ 7500 threshold, were calculated in the pipes
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After the optimal nodes for sewer mining application were determined, the network’s response in
cases where the technology was applied and sewage was extracted from the network was also studied.
Several pumping scenarios were considered. The Q[MZc ]75 values for a reliability level of 75%, as well
as the non-exceedance probability of the Z ≤ 7500 threshold, were calculated in the pipes of the pipe
paths from the optimal nodes of areas ID 3 and ID 22 to the network’s exit node. The results were
compared between the cases of no pumping, of pumping out of one network node (of area ID 3) and
of pumping out of two network nodes (of both areas). It was observed that pumping sewage out of
the system resulted in lower non-exceedance probabilities and that the more the nodes from which
sewage was extracted, the more the conditions related to H2 S production deteriorated, especially close
to the extraction point.
Moreover, the study dealt with optimal pumping scheduling with respect to minimizing H2 S
production in network pipes downstream of the sewer mining application point. Two different
pumping approaches were examined. Firstly, a ratio between the pumping flow rate and the incoming
sewage flow in the node out of which sewage was pumped was assumed and expressed through
a ratio coefficient. Secondly, a genetic algorithm optimization was carried out separately for three
different loading scenarios concerning H2 S production in the network.
The ratio coefficient approach assumed a ratio between the pumping flow rate and the incoming
sewage flow in the sewer mining application node which was expressed through a ratio coefficient, a.
This coefficient was set to 0.01 and 0.1. The results were compared to the non-pumping scenario and
three scenarios where steady pumping rate equal to 50 m3 /s, 100 m3 /s and 200 m3 /s were considered,
as well. The comparison concerned a specific loading scenario with moderate H2 S production results
in the network pipes, yet useful observations were made from it. It was noted that the higher the
pumping rate, the higher the Z metric’s value, especially close to the extraction point. It was also noted
that non-exceedance probabilities were lower when assuming the ratio coefficient compared to the
steady-rate pumping assumption. Consequently, the ratio coefficient approach can be used as an initial
approach in the context of optimal pumping scheduling. Nevertheless, this approach is applicable
when the sewage flow and BOD5 loading follow similar hourly patterns—which is generally the case
in urban sewer networks.
The genetic algorithm optimization, carried out for three different loading scenarios with
minimum, moderate and maximum H2 S production results in the network pipes, provided some
useful results, as well. The hourly pattern of the pumping flow rate resulted from the optimization bore
similarities to the corresponding pattern of the incoming sewage flow in the network node from which
sewage was extracted. It was therefore concluded that the genetic algorithm optimization approach,
combined with the ratio coefficient approach, can be used while seeking an optimal pumping schedule
in cases of sewer mining implementation.
5. Conclusions
The tool and methodology presented in this study can be developed and adapted to each case’s
needs and restrictions. Improving the modeling procedure by comparing results obtained through the
methodology application to real data, is essential to ensure reliability. Unfortunately, no real data are
currently available for model validation and this procedure remains a necessary step to be taken in
future works. Additionally, more sophisticated approaches and formulas for H2 S build-up estimation
may be used, depending on the level of accuracy needed. Nonetheless, computational complexity
can hinder the efficiency of the model. To minimize this risk, future works should also deal with
balancing computational and modeling performance. Furthermore, it is important to study the effects
that the potential return of treatment by-products has on H2 S production inside sewers. In any case,
various scenarios, including extreme flow and BOD5 loading scenarios, ought to be considered so that
the corresponding response of the wastewater system is thoroughly examined.
The proposed methodology takes spatial and hydraulic characteristics, as well as sewer network
dynamics, into consideration and provides rational and useful results. It is, though, worth noting
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that multiple factors vary from case to case, such as hourly patterns of sewage flow and pollutant
loading, the network layout, characteristics and connections with other networks, treatment facilities
or water bodies, as well as restrictions regarding area size, costs and pump operation and capacity).
As a consequence, it is difficult to provide a general rule that is applicable for every case. However,
the conclusions drawn from the application of the methodology may serve as guidelines for further
study concerning the use of upscale sewer mining technologies at a city level.
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